
is a 4,000 square km coastal property in the Gulf of 
Carpentaria. Situated 275km East of Roper Bar and 180km 
North West of  Borroloola, you will find Lorella Springs by 
travelling along the Savannah Way through the newly 
declared Limmen National Park.
With Lorella being so remote, please travel with caution, 
carrying spares and water. Access is by unsealed dirt road 
only, so Lorella is best suited to outback-prepared vehicles  
and caravans.

Caravan Park
Huddled at the base of the Tawallah Range is the beautiful 
natural, crystal clear, hot thermal spring, bubbling and 
pushing its way out from underground, cascading thousands 
of litres of water from this pretty pandanus lined rock hole in 
the gap of the ranges. Flowing straight through our 
picturesque campground, this spring is the head waters of 
the pristine and unspoiled Rosie River, which winds and 
turns about one hundred kilometres through rugged and 
spectacular terrain to eventually flow through to the coast of 
the Gulf of Carpentaria.The camp ground and caravan park 
extend extensively with the creek meandering along the lush 
paper bark lined banks. There are acres of green grassy 
sites  and big shady trees, donkey hot showers, flushing 
toilets, laundry facilities, good drinking water, safe swimming, 
friendly hosts,  air-conditioned cabins, information and  a 
licenced bar and even a bakery with bread baked daily!
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For further information and bookings,
please contact Rhett Walker to help
plan your adventure holiday.
Rhett.walker@lorellasprings.com
www.lorellasprings.com
PH: 08 89 75 99 17
We are pet friendly
Volunteer positions available throughout the year
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One million acres of untouched 

remote Northern Territory coastal wilderness
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With over 100kms of coastline, river systems and waterways, 
huge chasms & gorges formed millions of years ago, wetlands 
and swamps teeming with wildlife, this  unique remote  Australian 
outback property offers 4WD driving, bird and animal watching, 
exploring, swimming in crystal springs, pristine fishing and remote 
Wilderness Adventures. 
It is an ideal getaway!

As we explore and discover this vast and massive landscape, 
Lorella opens up letting us know more of her amazing 
beauties and secrets. 
There is such a variety of bird life, all of which is recorded on our 
Lorella Springs bird list, and every year our bird watching 
friends keep updating and adding more species.

With a spectacular and vast coastline, kilometres of rivers 
and creeks, Lorella is boiling with life, offering a huge 
range of fishing opportunities - from the pandanus lined 
fresh water  billabongs through to the Gulf and its tropical 
off shore reefs, estuaries and creeks, mangroves and 
rock outcrops, which attract a vast range of reef fish, 
game fish, crabs, prawns and red claw.
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Private Naturist 
Camping
Separate and secluded from the rest
of the campground, our Nudie camp 
is for those who are not afraid to bare 
it all and take it all off! 

Experience the unique “Rosie Track”
through to the untamed wilds of the gulf

SELF CONTAINED AIRCONDITIONED CABINS     EFTPOS     MEALS     BOAT RAMP     LICENSED BAR     AIRSTRIP     BACKPACKER ACCOMMODATION

Scenic Helicopter Flights
Enjoy spectacular escarpment landscape from the 
skies, through sheer and deep chasms and gorges 
as well as the spiralling ancient pillars of the 
breathtaking “Valley of the Mazes” and the popular 
Lost City rock formations. Or heli-fish estuaries, 
creeks and some of the most remote untouched 
coast line in the NT.

There are many hundreds of kilometres of tracks 
throughout Lorella, like veins weaving and winding 
deeper into the more untouched parts of this huge 
land. With some helpful directions and maps 
provided from the homestead office, there are many 
basic easy tracks for everyone to enjoy, through to 
the more challenging extreme 4WD tracks where 
you will be able to put your driving skills to the test 
and try out your recovery gear.


